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About This Game

All Stars Racing Cup is the ultimate top-down racing experience!
Push your driving skills to the limit in this vibrant, fun, arcade-style racing game against AI or with up to three other players

either locally or via online multiplayer.
Master the art of drifting to go head-to-head with your opponents in a choice of challenging tracks and race to beat them to the

finish.
With a wide range of vehicles and a number of circuits to choose from, can you master them all to become the next All Star?

As with our main company we plan to donate 5% of all sales to different charities and causes each month

Features

Competitive arcade racing - battle to push your competition off the track or compete for the best racing line to gain first
place in fun and challenging four-player races.

Flexible multiplayer gameplay: Take on friends locally or online players for the ultimate gaming experience your way.

Suitable for players of all ages - simple controls, fun, clean graphics and intuitive gameplay make this game a must for
all ages!
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You can view a full list of our future development plans and bug fixes on our Trello page.
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Title: All Stars Racing Cup
Genre: Casual, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Ink Syntax
Publisher:
Ink Syntax
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 1 GB available space
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What I got to see of it was beautiful, unfortunately I didn't check the requirements on my PC and it will not run it.. I
recommend this game to anyone who loves the thrill of figuring out things by oneself.
The first 10-20 or so hours of the game will feel pretty confusing, but slowly achiving mastery over the mechanics of the game
is immensely satisfying.. Fun little game and the dev is always looking to update even if the updates dont come that fast.
For the price its worth it thou.. Oh El Matador, ya coulda been a contenda. "El Matador" is the story of DEA Agent Victor
Corbett and his efforts to help overthrow a Colombian drug cartel. And you do this by killing wave after wave of armed peons
with the occassional boss trooper thrown in there. El Matador has some good things going for it. The gunplay is nice, the levels
are lively, varied and pretty well designed. The graphics are very functional and vibrant. The story is totally B-Movie but the
voice acting is well done. So where does "El Matador" go wrong? Well, you know that whole "shooting everything you see?".
Well that's literally ALL you do. You go from point A to point B while shooting every bad guy in sight and fight a bullet sponge
of a boss at the end of the level. The second issue and by far the biggerst issue is the difficulty. Even on easy you will die and
die a lot. You can take a couple shots okay but there are so many enemies coming from so many places that you will get mowed
down in no time and while there is health available, it is really not there often enough. While El Matador is a pretty one note
game, it does not wear it's welcome out over seven chapters which can be finished in about 4 hours (less if you don't die so
much). Overall I really can't recommend El Matador. There are some very good things going for it but they're outweighed by the
ridonkulous difficulty. 5.5\/10 from me.. Just finished, what a ride, music and sound effects was top notch and often unsettling.
Story was thoroughly thought out and pieced together magnificently as the game unfolds. Has a very rich deep space horror
feeling that I have not had since Dead Space 1, would strongly recommend fans of retro\/horror games to check this game out!.
15 minutes of my life i'll never get back
The unskippable cutscenes.... The terrible voiceover... The inability to run!
Absolutely tedious

2/10. A pre-alpha free to play mobile game disguised and sold as a PC MMO.

I picked this game up a while ago due to it's cheap price and at the time very positive reviews. I only just remembered I had it,
and was looking forward to giving it a whirl. Immediately the game felt very basic and lacking. I wanted to give it a fair go
however, so I stuck with it for a good couple hours and visited the first 3 'zones'. I can honestly say it only got worse. Well that
is it stayed the same.

The game has a really basic 'gameplay loop'. Quest 1 - kill 10 of little monster A, Quest 2 - kill 8 more of little monster A but
this time collect something they now drop which they didnt before, Quest 3 - kill slightly bigger version of monster A (note even
though it take 3 times as long to kill it drops less loot than normal monsters, and to kill monsters you just repeatedly tap '1' on
the keyboard as the only "skill" you unlock in the first 2 hours are a heal (which you never need as nothing takes much of your
health), a skill that buffs your armour for half an hour (so you only press it very infrequently). And a crit buff that you can only
use once ever 5 mins.

Oh and did I mention this game has "gems" you can buy with real money to buy cosmetics... Yeah, no thanks.

Cons:
Mobile port.
Boring repetative gameplay loop.
Cosmetic microtransactions.
Very, very early access.

Pros:
Cute design.. A very good and well done animated story, well worth the money.. Simple and fun. I found out about this game
from my friend who said someone from her town made it. I tried it out and it is fun.

Something to note though was I couldn't get the game to work at first with mouse and keyboard but found out the game does
support it. When your in the menu screen go to "Controlls" and press "2" to switch to keyboard controls. Once that is done you
can play without issue.
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I enjoyed the first Drizzlepath, and if it wasn't for the voice acting, I would have enjoyed this enough to recommend it.

The scenery is repetitive, and the walking goes on for too long without differentiation in direction or a real sense of progress
(which I get is partly the point but there should be a way to do both).
I do however like the idea of the story, and I love the poetic nature of the narrative. And it's pretty enough to be nice to look at
and screenshot.
I got 5/6 hours out of it, completing both paths and the achievements were nicely done and 100%able within that time period.
Unfortunately within a few minutes of the game I cringed at the singular voice of the protagonist. This innocent voice that is
meant to be so articulate and emotive, sounds like a young girl reading poetry she doesn't really understand to the teacher in
school. It constantly dragged me out of the world, and actually irritated me quite alot. Such a shame.. Constricted VR is a new
entry into the Escape Room genre, and shows promise for being a pretty good one for a very attractive price. At the time of this
review, only one room (out of four planned "main" ones) is available to play. The first room is on a 30-minute timer, and the
puzzles within are primarily focused on decoding names and numbers, as opposed to physics or logic-based puzzles. I'd like to
see more variety in the future, but it was still a fun and satisfying to complete. I actually ran out of time on my first go, all-in-all
taking me about 45 minutes to finish.

In terms of polish, Constricted is a little rough in areas, with fairly basic visuals and very little in the way of sound design. I'll
preface this by saying that I'm using a Rift + Touch, but item interaction was pretty touchy (no pun intended) at times.
Interacting with the alphabet and number pads was difficult, with accidental button presses occurring frequently. Picking up
objects often took several attempts, where they either wouldn't pick up, or they'd get hung up on the surrounding geometry.
Locomotion-wise, Constricted uses teleportation, which is fine by me, though the option for traditional locomotion would be
nice too. I'd like to at least see the interaction controls polished up before leaving early access, but it's still playable as-is.

Despite a few shortcomings, I still wholeheartedly recommend Contricted to anyone who is a fan of escape rooms, and wants to
see more of them in the future. Even if the current room was the only one ever released, it's an absolute no-brainer for only $1,
and a fantastic value considering there's three more to come for no extra charge!

While other escape room games might be more polished, I also consider them too pricey, with how short they are and how little
replay value there is. Constricted VR strikes the balance of offering the escape room gameplay a lot of us VR players crave, and
does so at a price we can't refuse. I'm excited to see how this game progresses, and to play the new content in the coming
months!. I feel like the people who greatly dislike this game either aren't a fan of puzzle games, or don't understand what bob is
trying to do here. It's a WIP so obviouslly it isn't going to be perfect, although I've been having a lot of fun with it for what it is.
Keep up the good work bob! :). No, just no. This game has one of those, wont take no for an answer guys, and literally despite
choosing everything that i could to tell the creep to get lost and show i wasnt interested, the game keeps forcing him on me. The
only choice that wasnt hostile\/mean towards this person I made was at the very beginning of the game, when he literaly has the
MC pinned up against an outside balcony while talking about how "someone" would just love to kill them. I mean honestly in a
situation like that, staying calm and not trying to insult\/aggravate the aggresor IS the only sain responce. THAT DOESNT
MEAN make the rest of the story about him please. OMG! I never liked \/ understood this particular stereo type in the first
place, I really really didnt like having it forced on me, expecially when i made every effort to choose the other two routes
whenever there seemed to be an opportunity.
Real shame too, this game has alot going for it. Lovely art, looked like a good story line before i got so mad and disgusted i was
litteraly hitting space over and over without even really reading much of what was on the screen anymore. Sad but i feel like i
just wasted an entire evening and $25. Only recommend it to people with control fetishes.. Perhaps you're reading this review
because you played the first Drizzlepath and would like to evaluate the sequel.
If you expect them to be remotely similar, then you will be disappointed; the only similarity the two share is horribly forced
voiceover and disjointed, pseudomystical narration. But I hope you're not trying to play this game for its narrative quality. If you
played its predecessor, you know not to expect. You're expecting a gorgeous walking simulator with refined graphics and
intuitive controls and logical design.
Again, you will be disappointed.
The graphics, even on maximum settings, appear so overcooked that you would be better off buying Morrowind (the original).
Really you would, because not only does it have equivocable graphics; it has actual gameplay, intuitive controls, voice ACTING,
an appreciable narrative, and Player Models (which were very impressively present in the first Drizzlepath, but in Genie, you are
an immaterial set of eyes).
It's a horrible game. I couldn't put myself through more than 40 minutes (and 20 of those minutes were me seeing if any of the
controls made the menu cursor move at more than 2 fps).
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It's horrible. A massive letdown on Bodur's part. Buy the first game if you want a good walking simulator. (Or just spend the
extra change and buy Morrowind).. This game is a Subscribe to my youtube channel Strat2G\/10

Great Game!. I quite enjoyed the original Drizzlepath as it was beautiful and about the right length. This one switched away
from the Cryengine and as such is not as joyous to just look around. It is way too long with very limited changes in scenery
(other than either outside or in cave).

But the big killer for me (and this is probably *Spoilers*) but at the beginning you make what appears to be a rudementary
choice without any reason to choose one or the other. (or maybe I missed what was supposed to inform that choice). And then
when you get to the end you are chastized for taking the "long path because you thought it would be easy" and then you get what
I would consider the 'Lose' ending which is not satisfying at all.

I did end up listening to podcasts while playing/pressing right or left on my controller but even then it was way way too long and
I was so desparate for the end that to be told I had done it wrong was just a huge slap in the face. And then the annoyance of
"Try the other path, it's shorter and more rewarding" felt insulting.. If Max Payne was a movie it would be a gritty version of
Lethal Weapon\/City of God\/A man on fire\/Heat. If El Matador was a movie it would be something like Tango & Cash\/Elite
Squad and something with Steven Seagal, a cheap enjoyable action flick.

Is it an amazing game ? No.

Is it better than Max Payne? No.

Is it a fun action shooter with smooth gameplay and full of cliches ? Hell to the yeah.

Its fun, its fast, its cheap and its waiting to be picked up and played.. Lovely platformer\/adventure game, beautiful & relaxing.
Light puzzles and no talking does mean it's on the shorter side. No problem with gamepad or keyboard, controls cannot be
remapped and desktop resolution is used. Great for unwinding after a long day!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BmbBmCR8Zh8
Cheap game that isn't trash or an asset flip? Miracles never cease.
@Devs. Please consider adding a few steam achievements? :). Yes,well,my brain cells are sufficiently taxed.Or I don't have
any.Thought I had a brain once....not 'ne' more.I just don't get it.Walk....hit Q button....go have dinner at a restaurant....come
back....hit Q button....leave game.Good narrative and that's about it for ME!Anyone who get's it.Buy it.
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